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Invitation
Dear Colleagues

Conference Series llc LTD., is delighted to welcome 

you to London, UK for the Prestigious “World 

Conference on Clinical Pediatric” focus on 

Recent Advancement In Pediatrics and  We 

are confident that you will enjoy the Scientific 

Program of this upcoming Conference

We look forward to see you at London, UK

With Regards,

Clinical Pediatric 2020

Operating Committee, Conference Series llc LTD 

https://clinicalpediatric.pediatricsconferences.com/



London, UK

Program Announcement

Venue: 

Abstract Submission Opens: November 30, 2019

Registration Opens: November 30, 2019

Early Bird Registration: January 30, 2020

Mid Date Registration: April 30, 2020

On Spot Registration: October 05, 2020

Accommodation
A large number of rooms have been reserved. Discounted room rates for Food Science 
2019 participants are proposed. Only reservations made through the Conference will benefit 
these rates. The Congress Center can be easily reached by public transportation.

Exhibition and Sponsorship
An Exhibition will be held concurrently with the Conference. The coffee break and lunch areas 
will be located adjacent to the booths. Thanks to exhibitors from all over the world, attendees 
will have a complete overview of new findings in the field Food Science & Technology.
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ABOUT   LONDON
London, city, capital of the United Kingdom. It is among the oldest of the world’s great cities—its history 
spanning nearly two millennia—and one of the most cosmopolitan. By far Britain’s largest metropolis, it is 
also the country’s economic, transportation, and cultural centre. London is situated in southeastern England, 
lying astride the River Thames some 50 miles (80 km) upstream from its estuary on the North Sea. In 
satellite photographs the metropolis can be seen to sit compactly in a Green Belt of open land, with its 
principal ring highway (the M25 motorway) threaded around it at a radius of about 20 miles (30 km) from the 
city centre. The growth of the built-up area was halted by strict town planning controls in the mid-1950s. Its 
physical limits more or less correspond to the administrative and statistical boundaries separating the 
metropolitan county of Greater London from the “home counties” of Kent, Surrey, and Berkshire (in clockwise 
order) to the south of the river and Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, and Essex to the north. The historic 
counties of Kent, Hertfordshire, and Essex extend in area beyond the current administrative counties with the 
same names to include substantial parts of the metropolitan county of Greater London, which was formed in 
1965. Most of Greater London south of the Thames belongs to the historic county of Surrey, while most of 
Greater London north of the Thames belongs historically to the county of Middlesex. Area Greater London, 
607 square miles (1,572 square km). Pop. (2001) Greater London, 7,172,091; (2011 prelim.) Greater London, 
8,173,941.
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